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new

Professionals like to work with the 

user-friendly and innovative products of 

Colad. With Colad you assure yourself of a 

total package of practical and innovative 

products. 

New from Colad is Film4Booth. A 

transparent protection foil that exists of 

four layers.

It easily keeps your cabin clean without 

water, repainting of the booth also isn't 

necessary anymore. Colad Film4Booth 

offers up to a full year of protection and is 

easy to apply with the dispenser and 

applicator. Developed for and by 

professionals in the branch. Experience 

the convenience! 



Colad Film4Booth
Art.Nr. 6860
Packaging: Roll 90 cm x 84 m in carton

Colad Film4Booth is a transparent, 4 layer
Self-adhesive protection film.

  The smartness of this film is that 4 layers 
are attached to each other by a thin layer 
of glue.

Each layer is numbered , from high to low. 
The top layer is number 4, the base layer is 
number 1.

In a split second you can see how many 
layers are left at the cabin-wall.

Using the applicator and dispenser makes 
this job simple, even a child can do the 
job!

If a layer is dirty, simply pull off the layer 
(without any tools or help), use the 
supplied edge tape to seal the edges and
the cabin is ready for the next paint-job!

In a short period you can cover your cabin
completely.  

The  film is suitable for all surfaces: walls, 
armatures, doors and windows.

No more water in the cabin, the perfect dry
system!

No loss of light and paint-adhesive. 

A solution for the maximum of one year, no 
need to repaint the cabin by using 
Film4Booth!

The best and most simple solution to retain 
a new cabin forever!

Perfect solution in combination with Antidust.

Packed per roll of 90 cm x 84 mtr in a carton 
incl. 6 rolls of edge tape.

Costs per sqm below € 2,50.

Available now at your paint supplier!
  

Optional:

Colad Dispenser  Art.Nr. 6900
Colad Applicator Art.Nr. 6950
Easy to cut with :

Colad magnetical
Foilcutter Art.Nr. 2070

Watch Video:
bit.ly/SWVii1

new

Antidust  20 Liter
Art.Nr. 8140

Antidust  5 Liter
Art.Nr. 8142


